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Build Your Own Redwall Abbey Brian Jacques 1998-10
The Pearls of Lutra Brian Jacques 2012-12-31 The ninth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! Far
away, on the isle of Sampetra, the evil Emperor Ublaz sends his lizard army on a murderous mission to Redwall. Meanwhile, Tansy the
hedgehog and her fellow Abbey dwellers race against time to unravel the fiendishly difficult riddles leading to six rose-coloured gems - the
Pearls of Lutra.
Mossflower Brian Jacques 2002-09-30 The Redwall series is soon to be a Netflix original movie! The thrilling prequel to Redwall, a must-read
for any fan of the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga. The clever and greedy wildcat Tsarmina becomes ruler of all Mossflower Woods and is
determined to govern the peaceful woodlanders with an iron paw. The brave mouse Martin and quick-talking mouse thief Gonff meet in the
depths of Kotir Castle's dungeon. The two escape and resolve to end Tsarmina's tyrannical rule. Joined by Kinny the mole, Martin and Gonff set
off on a dangerous quest for Salamandastron, where they are convinced that their only hope, Boar the Fighter, still lives. Perfect for fans of T.
A. Barron’s Merlin saga, John Flanagan’s Ranger’s Apprentice series, and J. R. R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings series.
The Great Redwall Feast Brian Jacques 2000-09-01 Relates in rhyme the riotous preparations for and celebration of the animals' surprise feast
in honor of the abbot of the abbey of Redwall.
Salamandastron Brian Jacques 2003-09-15 Urthstripe the Strong, a wise old badger, leads the animals of the great fortress ofSalamandastron
and Redwall Abbey against the weasel Ferahgo the Assassin and his corps ofvermin.
Loamhedge Brian Jacques 2004-08 While a group of adventurers from Redwall seeks out the ancient abbey of Loamhedge in hopes of curing a
young haremaid's paralysis, Redwall is besieged by vermin.
A Literary Holiday Cookbook Alison Walsh 2020-09-08 A collection of seasonal recipes for fans of Little Women, The Chronicles of Narnia, A
Christmas Carol, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, and more. Some of the most famous instances of fictional fare have become synonymous
with the holidays. Who can forget the plentiful food surrounding the Ghost of Christmas Present in A Christmas Carol? The simple but generous
and joy-filled Christmas gatherings at the Marchs’ in Little Women? Or the Van Tassel’s autumnal feast in The Legend of Sleepy Hollow?
Finally, these literary meals can become a reality on your table with A Literary Holiday Feast. From Christmas and Thanksgiving to Halloween
and New Year’s, this seasonal cookbook offers seventeen full four-course holiday meals from twenty-five classic books—each including an
appetizer, entrée, side dish, and dessert. Additionally, whip up festive sips and delectable edible gifts to share with loved ones. As you curl up
by the fireplace to reread one of your favorite literary classics, learn to make: Mouse King Cheese Bites and Sugar Plums from The Nutcracker
for Christmas Turkey Roulade and Jo’s Gingerbread from Little Women for Christmas Skillet Cornbread with Homemade Butter and Venison
Pot Roast from The Little House on the Prairie for Thanksgiving Deviled Raven Eggs and Coffin Pizza Pockets from Edgar Allen Poe for
Halloween The Queen of Hearts Tomato Tart and Eat Me Cakes from Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland for the New Year and many more!
Finally—whether you love Dracula, Phantom of the Opera, Redwall, or The Wonderful Wizard of Oz—book lovers can enjoy full menus of
literary delicacies from their favorite books for all of their favorite holidays!
Eulalia! Brian Jacques 2008-06-05 Lord Asheye of Salamandastron has a prophecy: a new Badger Lord will soon reign over the legendary
badger fortress, one who 'shuns both armour and sword'. But who is he and how is he to be found? A young haremaid from the Long Patrol
regiment is dispatched on a dangerous mission to find him – but the unsuspecting future Badger Lord has been captured by a murderous gang
of Sea Raiders, intent on conquering Redwall Abbey. While the fate of many creatures, both good and evil, are caught up in the saga, somehow
the young ruler must escape and find a way to defend Redwall, for only then will be be able to fulfil his destiny as leader of Salamandastron.
The award-winning Redwall series has captured the hearts and minds of readers all over the world.
Badgers Brian Jacques 2002-02 Complete with puzzles, a full-color pull-out poster, and a quiz, this first book of a new series offers readers of
all ages an informative guide to the different clans of the popular Redwall books.
Ratatouille Recipe Book Lauren Perry 2021-04-12 The movie Ratatouille has been a classic ever since it came out. The movie revolved around
Remy and Linguini mostly. Ratatouille is a classic French dish, and in this movie specifically, it also means a rat's dish. The movie takes us
through some amazing food items and some amazing ingredients that have formed this cookbook's base. Ingredients like mushroom, cheese,
rosemary, wine have appeared throughout the movie in bits and pieces. This movie is about passion and food. Gusteau was Remy's idol, and
he believed that anybody could cook. Remy, throughout the movie, tries out new flavors and ingredients. He also makes his brother stop and
feel the flavors. Therefore, this cookbook is an ode to Remy and his passion for food. With these recipes, you can make any gathering lively
and feel the love of Paris and the passion of Remy.
Knitty Kitty David Elliott 2008 Knitty Kitty is knitting a scarf, a hat, and some mittens for her kittens, but when night falls and the snow comes
down, the kittens request a blanket to keep them warm, but Knitty Kitty has a better idea.
The Unofficial Narnia Cookbook Dinah Bucholz 2012 The author of the best-selling The Unofficial Harry Potter Cookbook presents a culinary
treasury of recipes inspired by C.S. Lewis' Chronicles of Narnia series, from Rich Plumb Cake and Treacle Tart to Christmas Biscuits and
Turkish Delight.
A Literary Tea Party Alison Walsh 2018-06-05 Celebrate your love of food—and fiction—with recipes for a book-themed tea party! There’s
nothing quite like sitting down on a lovely afternoon with a good book and a steaming cup of tea, falling down the rabbit hole into the imaginary
worlds of Middle-earth, Sherlock Holmes’s London, or other fictional escapes. Now you can indulge your literary fantasies—or a host a very
special book club get-together—with this collection of recipes that bring beloved classics to life. Featuring fifty-five perfectly portioned recipes
for an afternoon getaway, including custom homemade tea blends and beverages, it provides everything you need to plan an elaborate tea
party. Cook up and enjoy: Turkish Delight while sipping on White Witch Hot Chocolate from The Chronicles of Narnia Drink Me Tea with the
Queen of Hearts’ Painted Rose Cupcakes from Alice in Wonderland Eeyore’s Birthday Cake with Hundred Acre Hot Chocolate from Winnie the
Pooh Hannah’s Sweet Potato Bacon Pastries and Jo’s Gingerbread from Little Women Tom Sawyer’s Whitewashed Mini Jelly Doughnuts from
Tom Sawyer And more! Also includes photographs and literary quotes!
The Sable Quean Brian Jacques 2011 The courageous Redwall creatures band together as Vilaya, the evil Sable Quean, and her horde of

vermin attempt to make off with the young animals of the Abbey.
Fantastic Foods from Redwall Lauren Perry 2021-02-06 All the Redwall fans, Be ready for a bombastic yummy ride through your favorite series!
Brian Jacques created this animal fantasy, which amazed everyone soon after its publishing in 1986. Redwall was a place with a certain
lifestyle, with food as the most prominent part of it. This special cookbook brings all the mouthwatering foods from the story for the fans. All the
recipes in this cookbook have very natural and refreshing ingredients. Although this cookbook offers a broad range of food, including starters,
breakfasts, main course, and desserts, drinks are the specialty of it. You will get many quick, quenching, and refreshing solutions to the hot
summer problem. These drinks are easy to fix with common ingredients but taste heavenly. Here is a small glimpse of all the mouthwatering,
exclusive food you will get in this fantastic cookbook. * Cowslip Cordial * Nameday Cordial * Leek Soup * Mossflower Wedge * Skilly and Duff *
Hunter's Hot Pot Get a copy of this fantastic fantasy cookbook to get your hands on the best food ever!
Doomwyte Brian Jacques 2008-10-16 New York Times bestselling author Brian Jacques gives us another tales of Redwall, filled with “The
Knights of the Round Table with paws” (The Sunday Times) along with their friends and enemies. The young mouse Bisky persuades his
friends at Redwall Abbey to seek a fabled treasure-the jeweled eyes of the Great Doomwyte Idol-only to lead them into the realm of the
fearsome Korvus Skurr, the black- feathered raven. The 20th novel of Redwall-now in paperback.
Books That Cook Jennifer Cognard-Black 2014-09-04 Organized like a cookbook, Books that Cook: The Making of a Literary Meal is a
collection of American literature written on the theme of food: from an invocation to a final toast, from starters to desserts. All food literatures are
indebted to the form and purpose of cookbooks, and each section begins with an excerpt from an influential American cookbook, progressing
chronologically from the late 1700s through the present day, including such favorites as American Cookery, the Joy of Cooking, and Mastering
the Art of French Cooking. The literary works within each section are an extension of these cookbooks, while the cookbook excerpts in turn
become pieces of literature--forms of storytelling and memory-making all their own. Each section offers a delectable assortment of poetry,
prose, and essays, and the selections all include at least one tempting recipe to entice readers to cook this book. Including writing from such
notables as Maya Angelou, James Beard, Alice B. Toklas, Sherman Alexie, Nora Ephron, M.F.K. Fisher, and Alice Waters, among many others,
Books that Cook reveals the range of ways authors incorporate recipes--whether the recipe flavors the story or the story serves to add spice to
the recipe. Books that Cook is a collection to serve students and teachers of food studies as well as any epicure who enjoys a good meal
alongside a good book.
Redwall Brian Jacques 2002-09-30 Soon to be a Netflix original movie! One of TIME Magazine’s 100 Best Fantasy Books of All Time The book
that inspired a legend—the first novel in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga. Welcome to Mossflower Wood, where the gentle mice have
gathered to celebrate a year of peace and abundance. All is well…until a sinister shadow falls across the ancient stone abbey of Redwall. It is
rumored that Cluny is coming—Cluny, the terrible one-eyed rat and his savage horde—Cluny, who has vowed to conquer Redwall Abbey! The
only hope for the besieged mice lies in the lost sword of the legendary Martin the Warrior. And so begins the epic quest of a bumbling young
apprentice—a courageous mouse who would rise up, fight back…and become a legend himself. Perfect for fans of T. A. Barron’s Merlin saga,
John Flanagan’s Ranger’s Apprentice series, and J. R. R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings series. “The medieval world of Redwall Abbey—where
gallant mouse warriors triumph over evil invaders—has truly become the stuff of legend.” —Seattle Post-Intelligencer
Redwall Brian Jacques 2001-01-01
Lord Brocktree Brian Jacques 2012-10-31 The thirteenth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie!
Salamandastron, under the guardianship of old Lord Stonepaw, is under threat from an enemy of immense and terrifying power. Ungatt Trunn,
the wildcat who can make the stars fall from the sky, has attacked with his Blue Hordes and is determined that the fortress should be his. The
mountain's defences are weak and it seems that nothing can stand in his way. Nothing, that is, but the badger Lord Brocktree, who is drawn to
Salamandastron by an undeniable sense of duty. But if he is to rescue the mountain from Trunn and his verminous hordes, he must gather
about him an army capable of defeating them in battle. Together with the irrepressible haremaid, Dotti, and a host of brave creatures, Brocktree
journeys to Salamandastron to fulfil his destiny.
Outcast of Redwall Brian Jacques 2004-05-24 When ferret Swartt Sixclaw and his arch enemy Sunflash the Mace swear a pledge of death
upon each other, a young creature is cruelly banished from the safety of Redwall. As he grows, he seeks revenge on the people of Redwall and
finds himself embroiled in a hostile battle with far-reaching consequences.
High Rhulain Brian Jacques 2007-03-27 THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A thrilling Redwall adventure from beloved author Brian
Jacques. Tiria Wildlough, a young ottermaid touched by the paw of destiny, embarks on a journey to the mysterious Green Isle, where she joins
a band of outlaw otters to rid the land of the villainous Wildcat chieftain Riggu Fellis and his catguard slave masters…
Otters Brian Jacques 2003-01-06 Offers a guide to the hidden worlds of the otters at Redwall Abbey, providing the clan's history, where they
live, and what their customs are, along with puzzles, a quiz, and a poster.
Mariel of Redwall Brian Jacques 2003-03-31 When the mouse-ship carrying Joseph the Bellmaker and his daughter Mariel runs afoul of a pirate
rat king, they are mercilessly tossed overboard. Washed ashore and certain that her father is dead, Mariel vowsrevenge.
Mattimeo Brian Jacques 2003-03-31 The Redwall series is soon to be a Netflix original movie! The heroic adventures of Redwall continue with
another epic tale overflowing with valorous personality, from the beloved, bestselling saga. Slagar the Fox is determined to vanquish peaceable
Redwall. Gathering his mercenary band of rats, stoats, and weasels, he advances upon the abbey with a cunning scheme: rather than making
courageous battle plans, he will steal the children of Redwall from under their parents' very noses. And his prize captive will be Mattimeo, the
headstrong young son of Matthias, the fearless mouse warrior! Perfect for fans of T. A. Barron’s Merlin saga, John Flanagan’s Ranger’s
Apprentice series, and J. R. R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings series.
The Redwall Cookbook Brian Jacques 2005 From the simple refreshment of Summer Strawberry Fizz to the inventive Great Hall Gooseberry
Fool, collects meals and recipes discussed in the Redwall series of adventures.
Mice Brian Jacques 2004-09-01 Offers a guide to the mice tribes at Redwall Abbey, providing the clan's history, where they live, and what their
customs are, along with puzzles, a quiz, and a poster.
The Ice Age Cookbook Lauren Perry 2021-02-04 Ice Age, a franchise from the House of "Walt Disney Studios'' takes us on an adventurous
journey of surviving the Paleolithic age. The journey starts with Sid, the sloth who gets separated from his family, traveling towards the South.
Along his path, he saves a human baby and tries to return it to its father along with his other two partners Manny, the mammoth and Diego, the
tiger whom he met on his way. Sid meets Ellie, the mammoth, and Scrat, the saber-tooth squirrel. He survives through the meltdown. He ends
up in the underground with a dinosaur egg until his team rescues him. This franchise takes us from the ground to the waters to fight Captain
Gutt and ends up in a UFO in an attempt to save the planet. This cookbook will take you to the highs of different tastes and flavors as the way
the Ice Age movies do.
The Geeky Chef Cookbook Cassandra Reeder 2015-05-19 A bona-fide mega-geek serves up 50 real-life recipes for all the delicious foods
readers have seen in their favorite sci-fi and fantasy movies, TV shows and video games, including Game of Thrones, Hunger Games, World of
Warcraft and Star Trek. Original.
The Legend of Luke Brian Jacques 2012-10-31 The twelfth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie!
Martin the Warrior leaves Redwall Abbey on a journey to discover the truth about Luke, the father he barely knew. His voyage takes him home
to the northland shore where, from a dusty old book, he learns of Luke's dramatic pursuit of the evil pirate stoat, Vilu Daskar.
150 Best Tagine Recipes Pat Crocker 2011 Authentic yet easy-to prepare recipes that take their inspiration from Morocco.
The Redwall Cookbook Brian Jacques 2005-09-01 From the simple refreshment of Summer Strawberry Fizz to the inventive Great Hall

Gooseberry Fool, collects meals and recipes discussed in the Redwall series of adventures.
Rakkety Tam Brian Jacques 2005-08-30 Two warrior squirrels lead the battle against Gulo, a bloodthirsty wolverine who will stop at nothing to
recover the Walking Stone that will give him the authority to rule the lands of ice beyond the Great Sea.
The Geeky Chef Cookbook Cassandra Reeder 2020-04-14 You’ve watched the TV shows and movies, played the video games, and read the
books. Now it’s time to level-up your geek factor…into the kitchen. From Game of Thrones, The Hunger Games, and Star Trek to Doctor Who,
The Legend of Zelda, and World of Warcraft, The Geeky Chef compiles over 60 delectable, ethereal, and just plain odd—yet oddly
delicious—recipes that you can re-create right in your own home. This smaller hardcover version of the original book has a new, fresh, modern
design and includes 10 additional recipes from The Geeky Chef Strikes Back, making it the perfect gift for the geek in your life. A selfproclaimed nerd with a fondness for cooking, author Cassandra Reeder, creator of The Geeky Chef blog, has thoroughly researched every dish
to make the final product look and taste as close to the source material as possible. With easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions and fun
themed photos, these simple recipes will soon have you unlocking achievements in the kitchen, no matter if you’re cooking for yourself, a friend,
or even a viewing party. So if you’ve ever found yourself thirsting for Lon Lon Milk, drooling over Pumpkin Pasties, or being a tad bit curious
about Cram, this cookbook is for you. Fantasy foods are fantasy no longer!
The Rogue Crew Brian Jacques 2011-05-03 In his acclaimed and beloved Redwall series, New York Times bestselling author Brian Jaques
"shows no signs of letting up or slowing down the action." (VOYA) Visit the gentle critters of Mossflower Wood with The Rogue Crew... In which
the brave hares of the Long Patrol team up with the fearless sea otters of the Rogue Crew to defend Redwall Abbey from the terror of both land
and sea—the pirate Razzid Wearat…
Marlfox Brian Jacques 2010-06-02 The eleventh book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! Queen Silth,
vixen ruler of Castle Marl, has one mission: to create a rich oasis of beautiful treasures on her island home. And with an army of water rats and
the cunning Marlfox offspring with their legendary magical powers at her command, the murderous queen seems destined to succeed.
Me with You Kristy Dempsey 2013 Whether they are sharing a cup of tea or spending time at the pond fishing together, a loving granddaughter
and her devoted grandfather always have a good time and appreciate each other just as they are. 15,000 first printing.
The Redwall Cookbook Brian Jacques 2009-04-09 From the simple refreshment of Summer Strawberry Fizz to Great Hall Gooseberry Fool, the
foods discussed in the many Redwall books are all here, along with dozens of other favorites sure to turn young hands into seasoned chefs,
illustrated in full color with all the charm and magic that is Redwall.
The Long Patrol Brian Jacques 2012-10-31 The tenth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! Tammo
dreams of joining the Long Patrol, the legendary army of fighting hares who serve Lady Cregga Rose Eyes, ruler of Salamandastron. And with
Damug Warfang's mighty battalion of savage vermin on the rampage, young Tammo's dream is about to become a brutal reality . . .
The Godfather: The Corleone Family Cookbook Battle Liliana 2019-05-07 Become part of the family and make recipes no one can refuse with
the official Godfather cookbook! The Godfather trilogy is widely recognized as one of the greatest movie series of all time. Now, you'll finally be
able to make your very own family–inspired meals with recipes for Mama Corleone's famous pastas, sauces, meatballs, breads, and desserts.
Immerse yourself in the classic story of the Italian immigrant family determined to keep their long-held traditions intact in the new world.
Featuring 75 authentic Italian recipes for infamous dishes such as "the best in the city" veal Marsala, Clemenza's Sunday sauce, and of course,
"Leave the gun" cannoli. Elevating the strong themes of loyalty, family, and tradition, The Godfather: Mama Corleone’s Family Cookbook sheds
new light on the legendary trilogy. Including images and quotes from the films, this in-world cookbook is an absolute must-have for all fans of
The Godfather - especially those with a taste for the finer foods in life.
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